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Abstract—Scaling and power reduction trends in future
technologies will cause subthreshold leakage currents to become
an increasingly large component of total power dissipation. This
paper presents several dual-threshold voltage techniques for
reducing standby power dissipation while still maintaining high
performance in static and dynamic combinational logic blocks.
MTCMOS sleep transistor sizing issues are addressed, and a hierarchical sizing methodology based on mutual exclusive discharge
patterns is presented. A dual- domino logic style that provides
the performance equivalent of a purely low- design with the
standby leakage characteristic of a purely high- implementation
is also proposed.
Index Terms—Domino logic, dual threshold voltage, low-power,
MTCMOS, subthreshold leakage current, .

I. SOURCES OF POWER DISSIPATION IN CMOS CIRCUITS

I

N MODERN digital integrated circuits, power consumption
can be attributed to three main components: short circuit,
leakage, and dynamic switching power. Dynamic switching
power is the dominant component of power consumption in
modern integrated circuits, and results from the charging and
discharging of gate capacitances during signal switching given
by

A. Scaling Impact on Leakage Currents
Technology scaling is one of the driving forces behind
the tremendous improvement in performance, functionality,
and power in integrated circuits over the past several years.
With standard constant field scaling of 30%, one can expect
frequency and switching power dissipation to scale by 50%
each generation. However, for a constant die size, overall power
dissipation due to dynamic switching currents remains relatively constant with scaling because the number of switching
elements for the same die size will also increase by a factor
of 50%. On the other hand, leakage currents increase exponentially. Although subthreshold leakage currents are not the
dominant component of power dissipation in modern CMOS
circuits, one can see that as a function of scaling the increase in
leakage power can outpace dynamic switching power in future
technologies [1].
Another major thrust in integrated circuit design is to
minimize power dissipation while still maintaining high performance operation. From an energy efficiency point of view there
is much potential to scale supply voltages to reduce power,
but in order to maintain performance one must scale threshold
voltages as well to maintain a large enough gate overdrive as
shown in (3):

(1)
(3)
is the total effective switched capacitance,
where
is the supply voltage, and
is the switching frequency.
However, as scaling trends continue in future generations and
as low-power voltage scaling becomes more aggressive, subthreshold leakage currents will become a larger, and potentially
a dominant, component of overall power dissipation. Subthreshold leakage currents vary exponentially with threshold
voltage and is given by
(2)
is the thermal voltage,
is width, is a constant,
where
ln 10 is the subthreshold slope. Thus, for a typand
ical technology with a subthreshold slope of 100 mV/decade,
will cause an order of magnitude
each 100-mV decrease in
increase in leakage currents.
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where models short channel effects [2]. Initially by scaling
and , the increase in subthreshold leakage power
both
will be small compared to the quadratic reduction in dynamic
power supply in modern CMOS technologies. With extreme
and scaling however, the increase in leakage current will
start to dominate the reduction in switching energies, indicating
and
point for a given target
there must be an optimum
and
frequency. However, the optimal minimum energy
point is significantly below the typical threshold voltage levels
of today’s technologies [3], [4].
II. STANDBY LEAKAGE CURRENT REDUCTION
From a technology scaling point of view, subthreshold
leakage currents will continue to become a larger component
in overall power dissipation. Likewise, from an optimal power
and during
point of view, the optimum energy point for
active modes will also correspond to a larger subthreshold
leakage component. Leakage currents are especially important
in burst mode type integrated circuits where the majority of the
time the system is in an idle, or sleep, mode where no computation is taking place. For example, a cell phone, pager, or
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Fig. 1.

MTCMOS circuit structure.

even an -terminal will spend upwards of 90% of its time in a
standby mode where the processor is waiting for user input. For
this class of burst-mode-type applications, it may be acceptable
to have large leakage currents during the active mode, but it is
extremely wasteful to have large leakage currents during the
idle state because power will be continuously drained with no
useful work being done.
There have been several proposed techniques to help reduce
subthreshold leakage currents during standby modes. Examples
include utilizing the stack effect, where one can reduce subthreshold leakages by forcing series transistors to be simultaneously off, or using reverse body biasing to increase threshold
voltages [5]–[8]. However, the stack effect only gives limited
reduction over leakage currents, and body biasing effectiveness
reduces with technology scaling. Another approach that can be
quite effective at controlling subthreshold leakage currents is
to use dual-threshold voltage technology. High- devices can
be used to reduce leakage currents while low- devices can be
used whenever high performance is required. The most straightforward application of dual- technology is simply to partition
a circuit into critical and noncritical regions, and to only use fast
low- devices when necessary to meet performance goals [9].
This approach will reduce subthreshold leakage currents both in
the active mode and the standby mode, but may provide limited
leakage reduction if the circuit contains many critical paths. The
rest of this paper will explore two other dual-threshold voltage
circuits styles for reducing standby leakage currents in combinational logic blocks. MTCMOS is geared toward static logic
design while dual-threshold domino logic is geared toward dynamic logic solutions.
III. MULTITHRESHOLD VOLTAGE CMOS TECHNOLOGY
MTCMOS (multithreshold CMOS) is a dual- technology
that is very effective at reducing leakage currents in the standby
mode. This technique involves using high- transistors to gate
the power supplies of a low- logic block as shown in Fig. 1.
When the high- transistors are turned on, the low- logic
is connected to virtual ground and power, and switching is
performed through fast devices. However, by introducing an
extra series device to the power supplies, MTCMOS circuits
will incur a performance penalty compared to CMOS circuits,
which worsens if the devices are not sized large enough. When
the circuit enters the sleep mode, the high- gating transistors
are turned off, resulting in a very low subthreshold leakage
to ground [10] [11]. Although both pMOS
current from

Fig. 2. MTCMOS block illustrating equivalent resistance, capacitance, and
reverse conduction effects.

and nMOS gating transistors are shown in Fig. 1, only one
polarity sleep device is actually required to reduce leakage if
the logic block is purely combinational. NMOS sleep transistors are typically more effective because they have lower
“on” resistances, and subsequently can be made smaller for
the same current drive. MTCMOS circuits can achieve several
orders of magnitude reduction in leakage currents through two
effects. First, the total effective leakage width of the original
CMOS circuit is reduced to the width of the single “off” nMOS
transistor (provided it is smaller than the original pulldown
width), and second, the increased threshold voltage results
in an exponential reduction in leakage currents. If the sleep
transistor is turned off even more strongly (reversed bias), even
further leakage reduction can be achieved.
MTCMOS is a very attractive technique for reducing subthreshold leakage currents during standby modes because existing designs (especially combinational logic blocks) can easily
be modified into MTCMOS blocks by simply adding highpower supply switches. Furthermore, the processing required
to provide an extra threshold voltage involves only an additional implant processing step. However, serious drawbacks to
the widespread use of MTCMOS are that appropriate sleep transistor sizing becomes very difficult and that sequential circuits
will lose data when the power transistors are turned off.
A. MTCMOS Transistor Sizing Impact on Performance
Sleep transistors connecting power lines to virtual power lines
can be accurately modeled as linear resistors when sized appropriately. For a turned-on nMOS sleep transistor sized large
enough to ensure reasonable performance, the virtual ground
for the highvoltage will be close to actual ground, so
switch will be small, making the linear approximation very accurate. Correct high- sleep transistor sizing is a key design
parameter that affects the performance of MTCMOS circuits.
If sized too large, then valuable silicon area would be wasted
and switching energy overhead between sleep and active modes
would be increased. On the other hand, if sized too small, then
the circuit would be too slow because of increased resistance
to ground [12]. During the active mode, only the high-to-low
transition is degraded by an nMOS series switch, whereas the
low-to-high transition is unaffected.
When an MTCMOS block like the one shown in Fig. 2 is
, any
discharging, and neglecting the parasitic capacitance
charge flowing out of the low- block will flow through the
series sleep device and induce a voltage drop . This voltage
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drop has two effects: first, it reduces the gate drive from
to
, and second, it causes the threshold voltage of
the pulldown nMOS to increase due to the body effect. Both
changes result in a decrease in the discharging current, which
slows the output high-to-low transition. To maximize performance, the series transistor should be made as large as possible,
subject to area and switching overhead constraints. As one conto lower voltages, the effective resistance
tinues to scale
of the high- sleep transistors will continue to increase due to
, and thus even larger size series devices will
reduced
be required to provide a small enough resistance. One can also
employ overdriving the gate to help turn on the sleep transistors
more strongly.
The parasitic capacitance due to wiring and junction capacitances on the virtual ground line shown in Fig. 2 actually helps
reduce the virtual ground line bounce by serving as a local
charge sink or reservoir for current. However, having a large
capacitance in itself does not offset the effects of a poorly sized
sleep transistor. Since current is constantly switching through
the sleep resistance of a complicated logic block, the parasitic
capacitance would have to be prohibitively large to prevent
an IR drop from developing over time. With a large time
constant, it will also take longer for the virtual ground node to
discharge back to ground if it does reach a large value. While
capacitance on the virtual power does help reduce transient
spikes in MTCMOS circuits, proper sleep transistor sizing is
still of utmost importance [12].
As illustrated in Fig. 2, MTCMOS logic blocks can also suffer
from a reverse-conduction phenomenon where current flows
backward from the virtual ground through the low- nMOS
transistor and charges up the output capacitance, and vice versa
for a pMOS sleep transistor. More specifically, in the nMOS
case, the virtual ground node can rise above 0 V so that another
gate, which is supposed to be low, can experience reverse conduction as the output voltage rises from 0 V to . This charging
current comes from the discharging current of other gates transitioning from high to low, where a fraction of the discharge
current is actually bypassing the sleep transistor. As a result, the
voltage drop
MTCMOS circuit is slightly faster because the
is not quite as large as one would expect if all current flowed
through the sleep transistor to ground. Another effect of the reverse conduction, which pins output low voltages to , is that
a gate charging from low to high would be faster since it is already precharged to . The drawback is that the noise margins
in the circuits are reduced, and in the worst case the circuit can
fail logically.
B. Inverter Tree Illustrating MTCMOS Delay
Fig. 3 is a typical inverter tree structure implemented in an
MTCMOS technology with an nMOS sleep transistor that can
be used to illustrate the effects of sleep transistor sizing on
transition is espeground bounce and performance. The
cially slow because in the final stage, all nine inverters are discharging simultaneously, which causes the virtual ground line
to bounce significantly. Fig. 4 shows the virtual ground transient and reveals a gradual rise when the first inverter is discharging and a sharper “bump” when the final stage is reached.
The figure also shows how the output waveform slows down
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Fig. 3.

MTCMOS inverter tree.

Fig. 4. Transient response for 0

! 1 transition.

when the sleep transistor width is too small. Conversely, virtual
transition are smaller, so
ground transients for the input
performance degradation is less than the previous scenario.
C. Vector Dependency on MTCMOS Sizing
For more complex MTCMOS circuits, the input vector and
resulting circuit discharge pattern plays a very important role in
determining worst-case circuit performance. For example, the
worst-case pattern for a base CMOS design will not typically
translate to the worst- case pattern for an MTCMOS implementation because the MTCMOS circuit will be slowed down due
to virtual ground bounce. Thus MTCMOS circuits will be more
susceptible to input vectors that will cause large currents to flow
through the sleep transistors, whereas ordinary CMOS circuits
will not be affected. When analyzing MTCMOS circuits, one
cannot simply examine the critical paths in the circuit, but must
also consider all other accompanying gates that are switching.
Because the worst-case delay is strongly affected by different
input vectors and glitching behavior, it is very difficult to correctly size the sleep transistor. In fact, to optimally size the sleep
transistor, one would need to exhaustively simulate the entire
circuit for all possible input vectors and all sleep transistor sizes
[12].
D. 8-Bit Carry-Save Multiplier Example
-bit carry-save multiA larger MTCMOS circuit like an
plier demonstrates the impact of input vector on circuit performance. Because of size limitations, Fig. 5 shows only a
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TABLE I
CMOS DELAY, AND % DEGRADATION FOR VARIOUS W=L (SHOWN AS
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CIRCUIT nMOS W=L) FOR TWO INPUT VECTORS

TABLE II
POWER/ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS FOR MTCMOS MULTIPLIER

Fig. 5. Carry-save multiplier diagram (4

2 4 bit shown).

2

Fig. 6. 8 8 bit multiplier delay versus % W=L (shown as percentage of total
effective nMOS pulldown W=L) for different input vectors (SPICE).

version with a worst-case delay path highlighted. Because of the
regularity of this implementation, it is easy to see that one critical path (many others exist) lies along the diagonal and bottom
row. However, two distinct input vectors that give the same delay
in a CMOS implementation can give very different results in a
) ( : FF,
MTCMOS circuit. The transition from (
) for example causes many more internal transitions in adjacent cells and thus is more susceptible to ground bounce than
F,
) ( : FF,
) transition. The second input
the (
causes a rippling effect through the multiplier, where only a few
blocks are discharging current at the same time. Fig. 6 shows
ratio (expressed as a percentage
how delay varies with the
of the total multiplier nMOS pulldown width) of the sleep transistor for these two cases.
Table I summarizes some key values from the plot. For example, if one wished to size the sleep transistor to provide less
than 5% speed penalty for vector , then one must size the
to be greater than 18% of the total effecsleep transistor
of the nMOS pulldown network for the multiplier.
tive
On the other hand, if one were to examine vector , the same
analysis could lead one to erroneously size the sleep transistor
, which
width to be only 5.4% of the total multiplier nMOS
would actually correspond to a 15.4% degradation in speed for
the previous case. Since input vector strongly influences delays
in MTCMOS, it is very important to determine the worst-case

input vector for optimally sizing sleep transistors. However, to
optimally size the sleep transistor would require exhaustive simulation of all possible input vectors, a task which is unrealistic
for large systems.
The energy characteristics of the 8-bit multiplier are also summarized in Table II. For a standard low- CMOS implementation, leakage power is a significant component of total power
dissipation, but can be reduced almost five orders of magnitude
)
by using high- gating devices (sized 18% of the total
during the standby mode. The switching energy required to go
from sleep to active mode is small compared to the energy savings one could achieve during the low leakage standby state. For
example, the sleep mode switching overhead energy would have
been dissipated in only 200 pS during the high leakage condition. As a result, in this example it makes sense to place the
multiplier in sleep mode even at fine-grain idle periods.
IV. HIERARCHICAL SIZING ALGORITHM BASED ON MUTUAL
EXCLUSIVE DISCHARGE PATTERNS
Rather than searching for the worst-case input vector to exercise the worst-case discharge patterns in an MTCMOS combinational logic block, another approach is to synthesize an appropriate sleep transistor size based on mutual exclusive discharge
patterns. Application of this sizing methodology will guarantee
that the performance of a complex MTCMOS circuit will be
within a chosen percentage of the original CMOS version for
all possible inputs, but the sleep transistor would be larger than
optimum [13].
This new sizing methodology ensures that the overall
MTCMOS delay will be met by requiring that each individual
gate will not degrade by more than a fixed percentage. For
example, if one can guarantee that all elements degrade by no
more than 5% during an MTCMOS implementation, then one
can guarantee that any interconnection of MTCMOS gates will
degrade by no more than 5% from its original CMOS counterpoint. Furthermore, if only a single polarity sleep transistor
is used, then roughly only half of the individual MTCMOS
gates will be degraded, resulting in an overall degradation
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of only 2.5% in performance for a balanced circuit. Forcing
every single gate to meet a nominal performance measure is
a much more demanding criteria than simply constraining
the cumulative delay. However, in the context of MTCMOS
circuits, it is much easier to implement this sizing strategy
because one does not need to determine the worst-case input
vector pattern for the whole circuit. Instead, each individual
gate can be assigned it’s own high- sleep transistor, whose
size can be locally determined through exhaustive simulations.
Once the MTCMOS circuit is sized with individual sleep transistors, one can then systematically merge the sleep transistors
together because they can be shared among mutually exclusive
gates, where no two gates can be discharging current at the same
time. Finally, these sets of sleep transistors can then be combined to make a single sleep transistor for the whole circuit that
guarantees that for any input vector, the MTCMOS circuit performance will be within the specified range of the corresponding
CMOS circuit.
A. Example of Mutual Exclusive Sizing Technique
Fig. 7 shows a simple circuit consisting of three chains of five
low- transistors and illustrates how individually sized sleep
transistors can be combined into a common power switch for a
larger block of logic. Fig. 7(a) shows the first step in the transistor sizing procedure, where individual sleep resistors (which
model sleep transistors in the “on” state) are sized to ensure that
no gate degrades by more than a fixed percentage. The overall
degradation of the series degenerated gates will be less than the
individual gate degradation because the low-to-high transitions
and
are not degraded by the nMOS sleep transistor.
of
Fig. 7(b) shows how the virtual ground lines ( , , and )
for this circuit will fluctuate as a result of a rising step function
applied to the input.
Fig. 7(c) shows how the original inverter tree’s sleep resistors can be replaced by only three resistors by utilizing
the same high- switch for mutual exclusive gates. Inverters
, and
for example will never transition from
high to low at the same times, and as a result can share a
common sleep transistor. In general, for a set of mutually ex,
clusive gates with equivalent sleep resistances
the sleep resistors can be combined and replaced by a single
. As a result, the virtual ground
bounce that each transitioning gate experiences will be the
same, or smaller, than before. An added benefit of replacing
sleep resistors with a single one is that the subthreshold leakage
current will decrease approximately by a factor of , and also
the increased parasitic capacitance on the virtual ground line
can improve performance.
In Fig. 7(e), the three separate sleep resistors from Fig. 7(c)
can be replaced by a single resistor with three times the conductance that now gates the entire circuit. Fig. 7(g) and (h) shows
comparisons of the delay versus sleep resistor size for these
two cases and illustrates how the resistance must be lowered
by one-third in order to achieve the same performance. Another
way to view this relationship is to examine the virtual ground
transient response shown in Fig. 7(d) and (f). By scaling the
resistance by one-third for the case with a single global sleep
transistor, the virtual ground bounce shown in Fig. 7(f) can be
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7. Inverter chain example showing the three steps for merging sleep
resistors. Simulation parameters: V
= 1:0 V, V = 0:2 V, C = 50 fF,
1
= 0:7 m. (a) Individual sleep resistors for each gate. (b) Virtual ground
bounce for (a) R = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10K. (c) Sleep resistor sharing for mutal
exclusive gates. (d) Virtual ground bounce for (c) R = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10K.
(e) Sleep resistors combined through parallel combination. (f) Virtual ground
bounce for (e) R = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10K. (g) Delay of gate 15 alone. (h) Delay
from input to output.

matched to that of Fig. 7(g), which would give the same delay
behavior. In general, combining separate sleep transistors into a
single common one will be beneficial. The increased parasitic
capacitances will tend to speed up the circuit during transient
activity. Furthermore, because the larger resistances used in the
original subcircuits are replaced by a smaller resistance applied
to the combined circuit, in many cases individual gates will be
faster than before.
B. Sleep Transistor Sizing Algorithm
The previous example demonstrated how MTCMOS sleep
transistors can be sized individually for each gate and then
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were able to reduce the 36 AND-cell and 30 adder-cell sleep resistors into 21 AND-cell and 15 adder-cell sleep resistors. The
total equivalent resistance for the multiplier then corresponded
to 60 and 40 for 10% and 5% maximum degradation. The
merged resistance is a factor of two greater than the case where
no merging takes place, which corresponds to a factor of two
decrease in required sleep transistor width. The branches of this
Wallace tree structure were not completely balanced because
adder cells at inner levels of the tree could actually receive inputs from two levels prior. Another implementation that balances the paths more carefully would result in smaller sleep
transistor sizes from the merging algorithm.
C. Hierarchical Sizing Methodology

Fig. 8.

6 2 6 Wallace multiplier.

shared among mutually exclusive gates, where no two gates can
be discharging current at the same time. The primary value of
this technique is in the sleep transistor reduction step, because
area of the sleep transistor is of primary concern in MTCMOS
circuits. One approach to develop a mutual exclusive set of
gates in a circuit is to use a criteria based on the structural
interconnections of the network graph. Assuming a unit delay
model for each gate, one can tabulate all possible times that any
particular gate can switch. Mutually exclusive gates can then
be grouped together whenever there is no intersection between
corresponding sets of times. This merging technique based on
mutual exclusive gate discharge patterns is most effective for
balanced circuits with minimal glitching. Fortunately, a large
class of circuits fall into this category, especially since less
glitching is attractive from a low-power point of view [14].
This sleep transistor sizing methodology based on mutual exclusive discharge patterns is a generic technique applicable to
-bit Wallace tree multiplier
LSI logic and was applied to a
shown in Fig. 8. The Wallace tree multiplier is a circuit that is
well suited for this algorithm because there are many mutually
exclusive gates that cannot transition at the same time. Initially,
the AND gates and the carry-save adder units (with representative loadings) were simulated in SPICE to determine optimal
high- sleep transistor sizes (actually equivalent resistances)
for each unit to give rise to a fixed degradation in performance.
To achieve a degradation of 10% and 5%, the CSA required
sleep transistors with equivalent resistances of 1600 and 800
, respectively. Likewise 10% and 5% degradation of the AND
gates required equivalent resistances of 2700 and 1350 , respectively.
Next, the sleep transistor reduction and merging steps were
performed to give rise to an equivalent resistor that could gate
the entire multiplier. By tabulating all possible time periods that
each cell can transition using the algorithm described above, we

Although the MTCMOS transistor sizing algorithm has been
presented at the gate level, it can be applied at many hierarchical
levels of a circuit. The algorithm simply operates on generic
circuit blocks that are elements within a larger module, and each
block is assumed to have a local high- sleep transistor that is
used for gating the power supply rails. These blocks can then be
combined together using the mutual exclusive sizing algorithm
described earlier. For example, blocks can represent individual
gates, cells within an array (like adder cells in a multiplier),
or even modules within a chip (like a shifter or adder that are
mutually exclusive in an ALU). In all these cases, a gating sleep
transistor can be shared among several different blocks if those
blocks have activity patterns that do not overlap in time.
In order to achieve the best results, one should initially use
a detailed simulator like SPICE to simulate as large a block as
possible and to exhaustively determine the optimal sleep transistor size. Next, the hierarchical merging technique can then
be applied to these existing blocks to synthesize an overall sleep
transistor for the larger module, where determining a worst-case
input vector would have been exceedingly difficult. Utilizing a
hierarchical approach to sizing the sleep transistors is very attractive because detailed circuit complexity can be abstracted
away at the expense of accuracy. One limitation of sharing a
single sleep transistor among several distinct blocks is that one
must also take into account the increased interconnect resistance
for blocks that are far away from the sleep transistor. As a result, one may need to size sleep transistors larger than expected
to compensate for the added interconnect resistances and may
also need to widen the virtual ground wires to maintain performance.
V. DUAL-

DOMINO LOGIC

MTCMOS circuits require the insertion of extra series
high- devices which have no other purpose but to limit
leakage currents during the standby mode. However, these
sleep transistors are difficult to size correctly, and being in
series with the pulldown–pullup path will always degrade
performance. Another style of dual-threshold voltage design
that addresses these issues is embedded dual- logic, of which
dual- domino is a special case. In imbedded dual- logic,
high and low threshold voltages are assigned to the devices
already existing in a logic gate, thereby eliminating the need
for extra series switches. Furthermore, the transistor sizings of
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Fig. 11.

Phi1 pipeline stage with four levels.

Fig. 12.

Clocking methodology showing evaluate and precharge times.

Fig. 9. Embedded dual-V NOR gates with low-V devices shaded. Inputs are
shown to strongly turn off high-V devices for low standby leakage operation.

four dynamic gates and four inverters, where the clock to downstream gates is tuned to match the flow of data. By delaying the
clock with the data propagation, one can eliminate the need for
nMOS footswitches in downstream domino gates (although it is
still required for the first gate in the pipeline stage).
Fig. 10.

Dual-V domino logic gate with low-V devices shaded.

the high- devices are no longer impacted by the discharge
patterns of other circuits, as was the case for MTCMOS. Fig. 9
shows two types of NOR gates in the imbedded dual- circuit
style, where existing devices are chosen to be high or low
, and gates can be placed in low leakage states. In order to
compensate for reduced speed, the high- devices need to be
upsized, which can cause loading problems for previous stages.
Furthermore, one must be able to configure each gate in the
complicated circuit block with the correct input patterns during
the standby mode, which may be difficult, if not impossible, for
certain gate configurations. Fortunately, dual-threshold voltage
domino solves both of these problems.
Dual-threshold voltage domino provides the performance
equivalent of a purely low- design with the standby leakage
characteristic of a purely high- implementation [15]. Because
of the fixed transition directions in domino logic, one can easily
place the dual- domino gate into a low leakage state, and
can imbed high- devices in noncritical transition directions
without impacting performance. In effect, the dual- domino
gate allows one to trade-off reduced precharge time for lower
standby leakage currents. Dual- domino methodology utilizes low threshold voltages for all transistors that can switch
during the evaluate mode and utilizes high threshold voltages
for all transistors that can switch during the precharge modes.
Fig. 10 shows a typical dual- domino stage, consisting of a
pulldown network, inverter ( ), leaker device ( ), and clock
), with the low- devices shaded.
drivers (
Fig. 11 shows how this domino gate can be used in a typical
pipe stage in a 2-phase clock-delayed domino methodology. The
pipe stage shows a logic depth of 8 gate delays, consisting of

A. Evaluate Mode
Before the domino gate in Fig. 10 enters the evaluate stage,
,
the internal node is precharged high, while
are all low. When
goes from low to high
and
, the domino gate will quickly evaluate
and data arrives on
through the low- nMOS devices in the logic network and
signal will
the low- pMOS of . Likewise the rising
(fast pulldown) and
(fast pullup) to
also pass through
supply the clocking signal to the next level of domino logic.
The delay through and are matched to the delay through
the logic and inverting stages such that the next data arrival is
timed with the next evaluate clock. Finally, to maintain a high
transistor needs
internal node voltage during evaluation, the
to supply enough current to satisfy the leakage from the lownMOS block. The main benefit of this dual- domino approach
however, is that during the evaluate phase, all transitions in the
domino gate pass through low- devices.
B. Precharge Mode
During precharge, the behavior of the circuit is the exact
opposite, where the charging and discharging paths must pass
through high- devices. By balancing the clock drivers ,
with the precharge time and
delay, the data zeroing and
clock precharge signal for the next stage will be closely aligned
to avoid contention as illustrated in Fig. 12. Because highdevices perform the precharge functions, the precharge time
is longer than for the case where all low- devices are used.
As a result, the clock pulse width increases as one travels to
downstream gates in order to maintain alignment between the
precharge transition and clock. Since precharge time is not in
the critical path, more time is available to finish the precharge
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Fig. 15. Evaluation delay through pipeline stage. Delay (D rise to out rise).
Fig. 13.

Dual-V Domino gate in low leakage state.

Fig. 16.
Fig. 14.

Precharge delay for pipeline stage. Precharge (C1 Fall

! Out Fall).

Pipeline sleep mode circuitry.

D. Simulation Results
transition, so using slower highdevices is acceptable.
Furthermore, in the case where the evaluate clocks are not 50%
duty cycle, then even more time can be allotted for precharge.
In the traditional domino style where all domino gates are
clocked with the same clock (and nMOS evaluate switches are
used to prevent contention), the entire precharge clock can be
utilized for each gate.
C. Standby Mode
When a dual- domino logic stage is placed in standby
mode, the domino clock needs to be high (evaluate) in order
to shut off the high- devices. For example, the precharge
leakage device, the
pMOS, the
pMOS device, the
nMOS, and the
nMOS all need to be turned off strongly in
order to reduce leakage currents during the idle state, as shown
in Fig. 13. Furthermore, to ensure that the internal gate node
remains at a solid 0, the initial inputs into the domino gate
must be set high. Otherwise, the internal node could float, and
cause short circuit currents in the following inverter. All node
voltages within the domino gate are thus actively driven during
the standby mode, and all high- devices are strongly turned
off, yielding low subthreshold leakage currents.
Fig. 14 illustrates how to place a more complicated datapath
consisting of several pipeline stages into standby mode. The first
step is for the control circuitry to finish computing any instruction in the pipeline so that no data is lost. Next, both phases
of the domino pipeline are placed in sleep mode by gating the
clocks to a logic “1” so that all gates are in the evaluate mode.
Last, the first level inputs to the beginning of the pipeline must
also be gated to a logic “1,” which will cause all subsequent
gates in the pipeline to evaluate in a cascaded fashion. The resultant datapath will thus be in a low leakage state where all
high- devices are strongly turned off.

To verify the functionality and benefit of dual- domino
logic, simulation were performed on a representative pipeline
stage modeled as an inverter chain with four dynamic NOR gates
and four accompanying static inverters in an aggressive 0.18
m technology. The NOR gate has eight inputs, each driving a
fanout of 3 load. These wide gates are a good representative of
domino circuits, because domino technology is most effective
for gates with wide, rather than deep, pulldown networks. The
experimental circuit has the exact same structure as shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. Simulations were performed on three circuit
variants with the exact same transistor sizings: an all low- design, an all high- design, and a dual- design. As predicted,
the low- delay is significantly faster than the high- one.
However, the dual- has a fast evaluate time on par with the
all low- design, but has a slow precharge delay on par with
the all high- design.
The performance benefit of low- domino is most apparent
. Fig. 15 shows a
at lower voltages, where is on par with
comparison of low- , high- , and dual- delays as a function
of the operating voltage, shown in the graph as a percent devioperating point. Clearly, the trend
ation from the nominal
shows how low- and dual- benefits are most effective at low
), the revoltages. For example, at 40% deviation (low
duction in delay over a high- implementation is 44.5%, while
). Interestingly,
it is only 24.1% at 20% deviation (high
the dual- circuit delay is actually faster than the all-lowdevice in all cases, and this can be attributed to the fact that
during switching, the pulldown network has less leakage contention from the off pMOS device in the dual- case.
Fig. 16 on the other hand shows a plot of precharge delay as
function of operating voltage. Precharge delay was measured as
line at the input of the block
the delay between the falling
to the falling edge (precharged state) of the final block output.
As can be seen in the figure, the low- implementation has a
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Fig. 17.

Leakage current for Clk = 0.
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A large keeper device helps, but this will directly effect performance, and active leakage power dissipation still remains a
problem. However, research has shown that domino gates can be
made to function at low voltages and low ’s. With careful attention to noise, the use of keeper devices, and improved device
characteristics, domino logic will likely continue to be used in
and low
dynamic
future technologies. As long as low
logic can be made to work, then it will be beneficial to use
the dual- domino methodology. Although it has little effect
on active leakage power, dual- domino significantly reduces
standby leakage, which can play an important role in many applications where waiting times are long. Furthermore, switching
to standby mode using this methodology has low overhead because one only needs to gate the clocks and then assert the initial
inputs into the pipeline. As a result, this power down mode can
also be effective at fine grain control such as for inactive modules within a chip like a multiplier or divider.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 18.

Leakage current for Clk = 1.

fast precharge delay, while the high- and dual- circuits have
virtually identical but much larger delay times. Again, since the
precharge delay is not in the critical path, this will not affect the
overall circuit speed.
Simulations were also performed to verify the leakage benefits in the dual- design. Two scenarios are explored: one where
the circuit is stalled in the precharge mode with the data input
zeroed, while the second scenario is where the circuit is stalled
in the evaluate mode with all data inputs activated. As described
earlier, the proper dual- standby mode is the latter case.
Figs. 17 and 18 illustrate two different components of
leakage reduction seen in the dual- standby mode case.
First of all, by holding the circuit in the evaluate mode rather
than the precharge mode, the leakage will be reduced because
the leakage path in each gate is through a single off pMOS,
rather than eight off nMOS transistors in parallel. Thus leakage
currents are reduced slightly in all three cases. For the dualcase, the greatest benefit of holding the circuit in the evaluate
mode is that the leakage path will be through a high- pMOS
device. As can be seen in Fig. 18, the dual- implementation
leakage is comparable to the leakage of the high- implementation, both of which are an order of magnitude less than
the low- case. Another interesting phenomenon shown in
the figures is the trend showing how low- device leakage
devices with supply
increases more rapidly than highvoltage. This scaling trend is due to worse short-channel effect
on the low- devices, making their leakage more susceptible
to supply voltage scaling.
E. Dual-

Issues

In domino circuits, the noise margin is directly related to the
threshold voltage of the nMOS pulldown tree, so there is definitely a limit to how low ’s can scale. Furthermore, active
leakage in large fan in gates, if large enough, can effect functionality when a domino gate tries to hold an internal node high.

This paper presented several dual-threshold voltage circuit
techniques that can help reduce subthreshold leakage currents during standby modes for combinational logic blocks.
MTCMOS was shown to be an effective standby leakage
control technique for static logic, but difficult to implement
since sleep transistor sizing is highly dependent on discharge
patterns within the circuit block. A hierarchical transistor sizing
methodology based on mutual exclusive discharge patterns was
then presented that gives a computationally tractable, although
not optimum, solution for MTCMOS sleep transistor sizing.
This methodology provided an upper bound on the sleep transistor size needed to guarantee a specified performance level
compared to the original CMOS counterpoint. Finally, a special
case of imbedded dual- applied to domino logic was presented, which took advantage of the fixed transition directions
in domino logic to provide the performance benefits of an all
low- design yet still maintain the low subthreshold leakage
characteristics of an all high- design during the standby
mode. Dual- domino logic avoids the sizing difficulties and
inherent performance penalty associated with MTCMOS, and
can be used extensively throughout a domino datapath. Since
subthreshold leakage currents will become an increasingly
dominant component of overall power consumption in future
technologies, dual-threshold voltage circuit techniques will
play an important role in future circuit design.
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